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WASHINGTON, D.C. – An examination of employment data for the last year indicates that
most of the net increase in employment is in relatively well-paid occupations, Vice Chairman Jim
Saxton said today. The employment data classified by occupational categories are published
monthly by the Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS).
Despite assertions by some that most of the recent employment gains are in low wage jobs,
occupations that are relatively well-paid account for most of the net increase in employment
between June 2003 and June 2004, according to the latest household survey data. Although the data
do not prove that every new job is high paying, they do contradict the notion that most of the job
growth is in low-paying jobs.
Between June 2003 and June 2004, 71.4 percent of the net increase in employment was in
three relatively well-paid occupational categories: management, professional and related
occupations (23.1 percent); construction and extraction occupations (36.1 percent); and installation,
maintenance and repair occupations (12.2) percent. The earnings in these occupational categories
are higher than the median and much higher than the earnings of the typical hamburger flipper.
Most of the workers in well-paid occupations have earnings in the middle range or higher.
“These employment figures indicate that most of the new jobs are not at low wage levels, but
at higher levels of earnings,” Saxton said. “We have been hearing assertions about hamburger
flipper jobs dominating employment for about 20 years now, and it just hasn’t happened. We are
not about to become a nation of hamburger flippers. The data show that most of the recent
employment gains have been in relatively well-paid occupations,” Saxton concluded.
For more information on current economic conditions, please visit our website at
www.house.gov/jec.
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